ORDER

Sub:- Special Admission Drive for Out of School Children with Special Needs (CWSN)

Reference: “Order No. 951-75/IEDC/09 dated 30.11.09 issued in pursuance to the order of the Hon’ble Delhi Court dated 19.02.2009 in the matter of W.P (C) 6771/2008 vide which children with disability should be considered for admission at any time during the academic year and should not be denied admission in any Govt. and Aided schools under the Directorate of Education and in the schools of MCD, NDMC and DCB”.

A comprehensive survey was held w.e.f 20.06.12 to 20.07.2012 during which a total of 11,463 Out of School CWSN in age group of 0-18 years were identified. Out of these 1249 have already been admitted in Govt. schools. As a pre requisite to the implementation of various interventions such as Home Based Education, School Readiness Programme, Bridge Course etc. for these children and to make the whole exercise meaningful it is imperative that all these children are enrolled/ admitted in mainstream Govt. & Govt. Aided schools.

In this regard Special Admission Drive has been planned w.e.f 25.07.2013 to 31.08.2013 for bringing these children to the schools nearer to their residence. No Dakhila Abhiyan/Rallies would be held separately. During this period all the CRCCs will motivate the parents/guardians of the identified CWSN to get their ward admitted in age appropriate class in the nearby DoE, MCD, NDMC, DCB and Govt. Aided schools. After getting the children admitted the CRCCs have to submit the relevant information e.g. Name of the School, where child admitted, school ID, Class etc. through online module.

The District and Zonal Coordinators (IEDSS & IE-SSA) and BURCCs will supervise and monitor the progress of the admission drive in their respective districts and will appraise the office of SPD-SSA, about the progress. They will
also be responsible for holding meetings with the HoS, members of VKS, RWAs, Community Leaders etc so that all the identified Out of School CWSN are admitted in the schools.

Review of this task would be done in the month of September, 2013 and if the target of each official is not met with then appropriate disciplinary action would be taken and/or the termination of contract would be done. Three best teams of BURCCs, CRCCs, District & Zonal Coordinators (IEDSS) would be given appreciation certificates accordingly.

For any query in this regard, please contact Dr. Surinder Sharma, State Coordinator (IEDSS & IE-SSA) on (M) 9891961759 and Sh. Bimal Kumar, Coordinator (SSA) on (M) 8010170825.

Dr. Madhu Teotia, IAS  
State Project Director/SMD  
UEEM

Fo: -  
Date:-

Copy to:

1. Director(Education), East Delhi Municipal Corporation Plot no. 18-24, Udyog Sadan patparganj Industrial area Delhi.
2. Director(Education), North Delhi Municipal Corporation, Shyam Prasad Mukherjee Civic Center, J.LN Marg, New Delhi.
3. Director(Education), South Delhi Municipal Corporation Shyam Prasad Mukherjee Civic Center., J.LN Marg, New Delhi.
4. Director (Education), N.D.M.C, Palika Bhawan, New Delhi.
5. C.E.O(Education), Delhi Cantonment Board
6. DDE(IEDSS), Lajpat Nagar.
7. DDE/DPOs (All Districts)
8. PS to Principal Secretary (Education), Old Sectt. Delhi.
9. PS to Director (Education), Old Sectt, Delhi.
10. All the District & Zonal coordinators through DDE(IEDSS)
11. All CRCCs through BURCCs
12. EDP Manager (IT)- to upload the circular on the official website of the DoE, Delhi.

Dr. Madhu Teotia, IAS  
State Project Director/SMD  
UEEM